
  

The dream of the total library

Everything would be in its blind volumes.... Everything: but for every sensible 
line or accurate fact there would be millions of meaningless cacophonies, 
verbal faragoes, and babblings.

– Jorge Luis Borges, The Total Library



  

Computer-aided collation

If provided with suitably prepared transcriptions of the manuscripts, 
purged of coincidental errors, a computer could draw up a clumsy and 
unselective critical apparatus.... the very considerable trouble involved 
in submitting them to a computer does not appear worth while.

– Martin L. West 1973, Textual Criticism and Editorial Technique

 



  

The Dravyasamuddeśa project

1. Create a completely diplomatic transcription of each witness, 
encoded in TEI XML format

2. Run some filters to deal with XML tags and orthographic variations

3. Pass all witnesses through an algorithm that records variants 
against a critical edition or main witness

4. De-normalize the recorded variants

5. Output text and apparatus in HTML

 



  

Advantages

● Precise
● Filters can be adjusted depending on the intention of the editor or reader
● All witnesses are searchable as texts in their own right
● An apparatus can be generated automatically not only for the critical 
edition, but for any witness

● Forces the editor to think clearly about the text-critical principles applied in 
their a critical apparatus

 



  

Manuscripts



  

Normalizing transcriptions for collation

sambandhanam

saṃbaṃdhanam



  

Normalizing transcriptions for collation

semi-homograph nasals

ṅ

ñ

ṇ                             ṃ →

n

m



  

Expressing text-critical principles formally

       

“Normalize semi-homograph nasals” 

/[ ñṇnm]/ṃ/ṅ



  

Expressing text-critical principles formally

       

“Normalize semi-homograph nasals” 

/[ ñṇnm]/ṃ/ṅ

sambandhanam         sa→ ṃbaṃdhaṃaṃ



  

Expressing text-critical principles formally

semi-homograph nasals

(k,g)ṅ

ñ(c,j)

ṇ(ṭ,ḍ)                        ṃ →

n(t,d,n)

m(p,b)



  

Expressing text-critical principles formally

semi-homograph nasals

/ (?=[kg])/ṅ

/ñ(?=[cj])/

/ṇ(?=[ṭḍ])/                        /ṃ/ →

/n(?=[tdn])/

/m(?=[pb])/



  

semi-homograph nasals

Expressing text-critical principles formally

/ (?=[kg])|ñ(?=[cj])|ṇ(?=[ṭḍ])|n(?=[tdn])|m(?=[pb])/ṃ/ṅ



  

Output



  

Output



  

Generating an apparatus



  

Generating an apparatus



  

Generating an apparatus

`



  

Generating an apparatus

`



  

Filters: XML tags

`



  

Filters: Punctuation 

`



  

Filters: Orthographic variants

`



  

saktum iva tita-unā punanto yatra dhīrā manasā vācam akrata

atrā sakhyāyaḥ sakhyāni jānate bhadraiṣāṃ lakṣmīr nihitādhi vāci

– Ṛgveda 10.71.2 

Code: https://github.com/chchch/upama

Live demo: http://saktumiva.org/wiki:dravyasamuddesa:start

Contact me: Charles Li  ::  cchl2@cam.ac.uk 

https://github.com/chchch/upama
http://saktumiva.org/wiki:dravyasamuddesa:start
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